
My goal of my project is to sucessfully create rainbow cupcakes from scratch without the taste 
of food coloring. The goal is important to me because I have never successfully made perfect 
rainbow cupcakes. I will benifit from this project to help me improve in baking. I will evaluate the 
success of my project by taste and the look of each layer on the inside. Also the straightness of the 
colors on the inside.

The sources i will utalize to learn about this project is the internet, family and friends. These 
sources will help because the internet will tell me how to make cupcakes from scratch. My family 
and friends might have tips and tricks to making perfect cupcakes.They support my passion 
because I love baking and this will definatly Improve my baking. I will evaluate the effectivness of 
the sources by how they help me reach my goal.

Some decisions that  need to be made throughout the project, is what recipe to use for the 
batter and what kind of frosting.  These decisions change the end product, because if i pick the 
wrong type of batter, it will change the whole taste of the cupcakes. When seeking advice, i would 
talk to a prefessional baker. The goals might change at the end product, because maybe changing 
a goal will improve the final product. But it could also make the cupcakes taste worse.

Some road blocks I might encounter is the cupcakes tasting to much like food coloring. I 
could solve it by maybe adding something to add more of a vanilla taste. If i can't solve the problem 
with my first solution, then i will just try something different each time. Like maybe changing the 
recipe and adding more flavor.  I could use the internet as an additional resource to see if anyone 
has tricks to resolve my problem. Also the internet could help me figure the correct amount of 
ingredients to use. 

I think i will be successful, because my goal is to make a perfect rainbow cupcake and if i 
succeed, i will be successful.  I think the quality standard my project will complete is very neat and 
perfect. A quality check i will perform along the way of completing my project is taste and looks. 
Some specific academic standards my project will adress is how baking is/ can be creative. Its not 
academic; its fun.  


